Abstract: Rapid increase in plethora of information made available on the web, designing of efficient tools and software services to retrieve accurate and relevant information essentially became a huge substantial challenge. Such is the issue with ontologies which tends to be highly heterogeneous. Limited interactions by search engines on the information or documents retrieved, with little to negligible explanations efficacy on the queries. Variations of meanings and ambiguity in ontology or entity related interpretations, depending on the subjective reasoning of users to match their expectations or desired queries. This paper highlights some techniques that might be able to resolve the issues faced in ontology based knowledge mining.
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1. Introduction

Ontologies can be defined as data model that represents knowledge as a set of entities or concepts within a domain and the relationships between these entities or concepts which can be understood by a machine. In the semantic web field[1-6], ontologies serve as basic conceptual knowledge models and gives the semantic lexical that makes the domain knowledge available for sharing or reviews among the information system of peers. However, problem arises with the increase in the size of the ontology since its heterogeneity increases exponentially[7-9], which leads to the confusion of users to select documents displayed from the user’s query because the subjective interpretations of the user to accurately select the most pertinent document retrieved by the search engine.

It is required that the search engines or tools used for processing and retrieving the information or documents of the requested queries interact with the available documents to extract some relevant text knowledge and further provide some concise and precise information with accuracy and efficiency of the documents at retrieval.

More problems arise with the limitation in the retrieval of relevant projects which possibly exists in a different language alphabetic-texts or symbols.

Aspects of matching strings:

Syntactic similar:
Two strings that are identical or differ only in few characters at few positions.

Semantic similar:
Two strings that are synonyms or have close definition in a thesaurus or similar in lexical database.

Tokenize:
A string that can be separated between their tokens to identify two consecutive words.

The rest of this paper will briefly discuss some techniques that can potentially help improve the accuracy and efficiency of the search engines in selecting, grouping and retrieving the most relevant documents to a user’s query in ordered and systematic manner.

Ontology based information retrieval system:

Most of the information retrievals based on ontology are related to the use of semantics for information representation. The motive is to find data’s satisfying the information required from a large set of databases. To achieve this[10-15], the following three processes are implemented:

Indexation focuses on the representation of documents and queries with sets of ranked concepts or entities that summarize the contents of the information. Search function contains the systematic and algorithmic strategy for fetching the documents that matches the query. Weighing (keyword) of relevant documents to be selected are based on a score strategy which depends on their indexation.

Query expansion is an intermediate procedure which reformulates the user’s query based on the database information to enhance the quality of the outcome.
Ontology-based information retrieval

In order to avoid the misinterpretations of relations and ambiguities, recent retrieval systems map the keywords to the concepts they represent. This requires general or domain conceptual structures on which to map the terms. This includes knowledge bases such as dictionaries, thesaurus, or ontologies.

Ontology matching using Machine Learning:
Ontology matching which discovers the correlation between semantically related concepts of ontologies becomes a necessity in semantic web applications.

For this, some machine learning techniques can be espoused to improve the quality of the ontology matching. Information retrieval techniques are recalled for effectively measure the similarities in the comparison of labels and concepts or entities at the most basic level.

A rule classification will be formed based on the existing database of knowledge and ontologies with relations provided by the domain experts. In a matching framework, for each pair of concepts in ontologies[16-19], the classification classifies them in to matched or not matched groups. Some things to consider are:

1. Learning
A list of semblance scores is computed for each pair of concepts by applying a list of semblance measures[20-25]. Each pair of concepts is considered as a learning object O. Each semblance measure becomes an O’s attribute and its equivalent semblance is considered as an O’s tradmarked value.O becomes an unclassified object if two of its concepts are to be matched ontologies. An unknown value is assigned in its class.O is assigned back to an instance of training data if two concepts are in ontologies within the knowledge base.

Selection of semblances:
Similarity measures represented that are capable of dealing with different types of terminological heterogeneity based on the aspects of matching strings are selected.

Machine learning model:
Several machine learning models can be used to build a classification rule from a give learning data. Some models examples are; tree based, rule based, probability based, instance based, function based, semantic nets, etc

Classifying unclassified objects:
Unclassified objects can be classified into “unclassified” to check further semblances by further deploying the information retrieval technique.

A sample algorithm to combine the mapping results obtained from two different matcher A1 and A2 is given below:

Input: A1= \{(e_i, e_j \equiv c_e)\}
A2= \{(e_p, e_q \equiv c)\}
Output: A_{final}=\{(e_x, e_y \equiv c)\}

\[ \theta \leftarrow \min(m.c_1) | m \notin A_1 \cap A_2; \]
A \leftarrow WeightedSum(A_1, \theta, A_2, (1- \theta ));
A_{final} \leftarrow GreedyChoice(A,\text{threshold});
Return A_{final};

Natural Language Processing based on Ontology:
Most of the ontology extractions are dealt mainly in English. This arises in a limitation, when dealing with languages other than English such as Cyrillic alphabets, Japanese, Chinese and so on that could potentially contain some vital semantic similarities between terms from two different languages within a project within the ontology, which could be conceptualized.

Machine learning is combined with term recognition and linguistics.NLP mainly deals with the interaction between human and machine through natural languages.

Term recognition could be achieved the following NLP techniques:
Tokenizer:
Splits the words used with blank space or other signs that indicates that the string is separable.

**Dictionary:**

It includes the lexemes and the semantics associated.

**Morphology:**

Processing of and splitting of a sentence into words.

**Word Sense Disambiguation:**

Removing the uncertainty of semantics between the senses of a word.

**Chunking:**

It is the process of shallow parsing that identifies parts of speech (POS tagging) and labeling the simple phrases from the tagged output. It is commonly used by Support Vector Machine (SVM).

Multiword Expressions (MWE) is Reduplicated (RMWE) to improve Chunk identifications.

**Transliteration:**

Text conversion of from one language script to another language.

### 3. Conclusion

This paper aims to integrate the discussed techniques to provide an accurate, efficient and reliable information retrieval service to the user’s queries retrieval of knowledge documents. Future work aims to implement the various AI algorithms such as expert systems to aid the user extract even more detailed knowledge on the related ontology documents, research proposals or projects from the knowledge reservoir.
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